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Abstract: CYP2D6 duplication has important pharmacogenomic implications. Reflex testing with
long-range PCR (LR-PCR) can resolve the genotype when a duplication and alleles with differing
activity scores are detected. We evaluated whether visual inspection of plots from real-time-PCR-
based targeted genotyping with copy number variation (CNV) detection could reliably determine the
duplicated CYP2D6 allele. Six reviewers evaluated QuantStudio OpenArray CYP2D6 genotyping
results and the TaqMan Genotyper plots for seventy-three well-characterized cases with three copies
of CYP2D6 and two different alleles. Reviewers blinded to the final genotype visually assessed
the plots to determine the duplicated allele or opt for reflex sequencing. Reviewers achieved 100%
accuracy for cases with three CYP2D6 copies that they opted to report. Reviewers did not request
reflex sequencing in 49–67 (67–92%) cases (and correctly identified the duplicated allele in each
case); all remaining cases (6–24) were marked by at least one reviewer for reflex sequencing. In most
cases with three copies of CYP2D6, the duplicated allele can be determined using a combination of
targeted genotyping using real-time PCR with CNV detection without need for reflex sequencing. In
ambiguous cases and those with >3 copies, LR-PCR and Sanger sequencing may still be necessary for
determination of the duplicated allele.

Keywords: CYP2D6; real-time PCR; Sanger sequencing; pharmacogenomics; duplications; copy
number variation; targeted genotyping; long-range PCR

1. Introduction

The Cytochrome P450 (CYP) superfamily of enzymes are involved in the metabolism
of a range of xenobiotics and their evolution parallels the need for host protection against
environmental and food-produced toxins [1,2]. One critically important member is the
CYP2D6 hepatic enzyme owing to its involvement in the metabolism of a vast array of
commonly used drugs (approximately 20–25%) for diverse conditions—neuropsychiatric
disorders, neoplasia, analgesia, antiemesis [3–9]. Particularly in psychiatry, the clinical
relevance of this enzyme is highlighted by the many psychotropic medications (including
antidepressants and neuroleptics) it metabolizes [10,11]. All this serves to underscore
the need for accurate CYP2D6 genotype-to-phenotype translation. However, with over
170 allelic variants including complex rearrangements, CYP2D6 analysis is not straight-
forward, and accurate determination of the genotype can be challenging, particularly in
the setting of structural variation [12–17]. CYP2D6 copy number variations (CNVs), in-
cluding full gene deletions and duplications, as well as hybrid alleles, are common, with a
prevalence exceeding 12% in the United States population and, depending on the specific
allele duplicated, can have important consequences for phenotype assignment [12,18–21].
Indeed, the inability to determine which allele is duplicated for heterozygous genotypes
was a key challenge identified from a multi-site investigation of early CYP2D6 clinical
adopters, resulting in ambiguous phenotype assignment [22]. Similarly, proficiency survey
testing, which assesses genotype and phenotype concordance between laboratories, found
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53% of laboratories indicating an inability to distinguish a hybrid allele from a full gene
duplication [23]. A general consensus from such studies is that a process to accurately deter-
mine the genotype and assign the phenotype must be in place in order to have appropriate
reporting and downstream electronic clinical decision support.

In the clinical laboratory, long-range PCR to isolate the duplicated allele, coupled with
either Sanger sequencing or genotyping of the long-range amplicon, can be employed as
a gold-standard for definitive CYP2D6 genotype determination when CNVs are present.
However, many laboratories do not have the resources and/or expertise to incorporate
this methodology into their workflows and instead often report the phenotype as “indeter-
minate”. While these methods are accurate, the major limitations to implementing them
include that this methodology is labor-intensive, requires additional reagents and set-ups
which increases turn-around-time (TAT), cannot reliably be performed on all specimen
types (e.g., saliva, where the quantity and concentration are often too low for routine testing
plus long-range PCR on one specimen), and requires specific expertise to interpret the
results. Pyrosequencing has also been used for this purpose but can be challenging to inter-
pret and is not widely used by clinical laboratories, so it would likely require additional
instrumentation and an additional workflow to implement. Alternate methodologies that
obviate the need for pyrosequencing or long-range PCR, such as analyzing signal ratios
from mass-spectrometry-based techniques for single nucleotide variant (SNV) detection
in conjunction with CNV information, have been described but their clinical implemen-
tation is hitherto unknown [12,24]. To minimize the use of a cumbersome methodology
(long-range PCR followed by Sanger or genotyping) to determine CYP2D6 genotype and
predicted phenotype, we explored a more efficient alternate approach using plots generated
using real-time-PCR-based SNV genotyping in samples with CYP2D6 CNVs. We compared
this method in a set of clinical cases to results generated using long-range PCR followed
by Sanger sequencing to evaluate the feasibility and accuracy of this alternate approach in
determining the duplicated allele and resolving the CYP2D6 genotype and phenotype.

2. Materials and Methods

The current clinical workflows are depicted in Figure 1 along with the alternative
approach. Our laboratory’s typical workflow for cases with 3 copies of CYP2D6 includes
genotyping, CNV analysis, and long-range PCR to isolate the duplicated copy, followed by
Sanger sequencing (corresponding to “Laboratories with Long-Range PCR Capabilities” in
Figure 1). For this study, the current approach is compared to the “Alternate Approach”
(Figure 1) that includes reviewing the signals from the raw genotyping data. Some complex
cases may still require additional work-up with Sanger sequencing (see “Approach for
Complex CYP2D6 Cases” in Figure 1). For completeness, Figure 1 also depicts the pathway
for cases that do not have a duplication, which are tested using only a combination of
genotyping and CNV analysis prior to resulting. Finally, “Laboratories without Long-Range
PCR Capabilities” are shown in Figure 1 with an “indeterminate” result in the setting of
duplication; these laboratories may be able to implement the method described here.

In this study, 73 cases with 3 copies of CYP2D6 were used to validate the alternate
method (e.g., review of the raw genotyping data signals plus CNV data) for clinical use. In
addition, the alternate method was compared with our standard approach for 11 cases with
hybrid alleles and/or more than 3 copies of CYP2D6, and 3 cases with ambiguous CNV
results (e.g., unclear if there were 2 or 3 copies present) for a total of 87 cases evaluated
using both methods.
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Figure 1. The typical CYP2D6-testing workflow incorporating a combination of single nucleotide 
variant (SNV) and copy number variation (CNV) detection (left portion of figure). Long-range PCR 
followed by sequencing or genotyping is used by some laboratories to report out genotypes when 
a duplication is present (second from left), while other laboratories report an indeterminate result 
(middle). An alternative approach uses only SNV (including the raw data) and CNV data to make 
a call for most cases (second from right). Complex cases may require LR-PCR and sequencing (right 
portion of figure). 
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In addition, the alternate method was compared with our standard approach for 11 cases 
with hybrid alleles and/or more than 3 copies of CYP2D6, and 3 cases with ambiguous 
CNV results (e.g., unclear if there were 2 or 3 copies present) for a total of 87 cases evalu-
ated using both methods. 

2.1. Assay Specifications 
All clinical samples were run in duplicate on the QuantStudio 12K Flex Real-Time 

PCR System (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) instrument using OpenArray 
technology and employing TaqMan chemistry with associated software version (1.2.2), 
TaqMan Genotyper software version 1.3 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), 
and GINger version 1.0 (Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA). The results were used to gen-
erate qualitative SNV genotype calls, visualized using a classification scheme in the Taq-
Man Genotyper software. The classification scheme includes a pre-defined zone determin-
ing where samples (homozygous reference, heterozygous, or homozygous variant) are 
expected to fall based on samples run during development and test verification. The VIC 
and FAM fluorescent signals may vary between array lots, and the classification scheme 
zones are adjusted accordingly based on results of control samples with known geno-
types. Although our laboratory typically analyzes data using the classification schemes, 
other laboratories using the same platform may use the clustering algorithm and review 
traces of the path each sample takes across the PCR cycles to the end point (i.e., sample 
trajectory). Images of this approach are included in the Figures 2 and 3 for comparison. 

Figure 1. The typical CYP2D6-testing workflow incorporating a combination of single nucleotide
variant (SNV) and copy number variation (CNV) detection (left portion of figure). Long-range PCR
followed by sequencing or genotyping is used by some laboratories to report out genotypes when
a duplication is present (second from left), while other laboratories report an indeterminate result
(middle). An alternative approach uses only SNV (including the raw data) and CNV data to make a
call for most cases (second from right). Complex cases may require LR-PCR and sequencing (right
portion of figure).

2.1. Assay Specifications

All clinical samples were run in duplicate on the QuantStudio 12K Flex Real-Time
PCR System (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) instrument using OpenArray
technology and employing TaqMan chemistry with associated software version (1.2.2),
TaqMan Genotyper software version 1.3 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), and
GINger version 1.0 (Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA). The results were used to generate
qualitative SNV genotype calls, visualized using a classification scheme in the TaqMan
Genotyper software. The classification scheme includes a pre-defined zone determining
where samples (homozygous reference, heterozygous, or homozygous variant) are expected
to fall based on samples run during development and test verification. The VIC and FAM
fluorescent signals may vary between array lots, and the classification scheme zones are
adjusted accordingly based on results of control samples with known genotypes. Although
our laboratory typically analyzes data using the classification schemes, other laboratories
using the same platform may use the clustering algorithm and review traces of the path
each sample takes across the PCR cycles to the end point (i.e., sample trajectory). Images of
this approach are included in the Figures 2 and 3 for comparison.

The CNV assay was performed in duplicate on the ABI 7500 and/or ViiA 7 real-time
instruments (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) using CopyCaller v.2.0 software
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and interrogated three positions (promoter,
intron 6, exon 9) within the CYP2D6 locus. The results were then normalized to the RPPH1
control gene.

As a comparator, DNA was first amplified using long-range PCR with primers de-
signed to specifically amplify the downstream allele in the presence of a CYP2D6 dupli-
cation (please see reaction C in Kramer WE, et al. for primer sequences) [21,25]. The
long-range PCR products were then subjected to Sanger sequencing on the ABI 3730 xl
DNA Analyzer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and data were analyzed
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using Mutation Surveyor version 4.0.9 (Soft Genetics, State College, PA, USA). Testing was
performed in the clinical Personalized Genomics/Molecular Technologies laboratory of the
Department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology at Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA.
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on the left and part of the *2A allele) and c.320C>T (legacy nomenclature: 1023C>T; pictured on the 
right and part of the *17 allele). CYP2D6 is a reverse-strand gene, and the nucleotides indicated in 
the figure axes are relative to the genomic sequence (i.e., reverse complement of the coding strand). 
Colored triangles represent control samples with 2 copies of CYP2D6 from prior runs. Colored cir-
cles represent patient samples run concurrently that have 2 copies of CYP2D6. The regions with blue 
and red shading correspond to location where homozygous reference or homozygous variant sam-
ples are expected, while the green shading corresponds to the region of the plot where heterozygous 
variant samples are expected. The bo om four diagrams represent sample trajectory traces (the 
black arrows point to the patient’s traces) used in the clustering algorithms of the Genotyper soft-
ware. The blue and red traces correspond to homozygous reference or variant samples, while the 
green traces correspond to heterozygous samples. When the trace is black, it indicates that the soft-
ware was unable to determine the genotype for that sample. Of note, the trajectory traces show all 
patients on the run, while the Genotyper plots only include those for whom CYP2D6 will be re-
ported. 

Figure 2. Example case presented to reviewers. Patient data (run in duplicate) are circled in red on
each TaqMan Genotyper plot (top images). The two SNV assays shown are c.−1584C>G (pictured
on the left and part of the *2A allele) and c.320C>T (legacy nomenclature: 1023C>T; pictured on the
right and part of the *17 allele). CYP2D6 is a reverse-strand gene, and the nucleotides indicated in
the figure axes are relative to the genomic sequence (i.e., reverse complement of the coding strand).
Colored triangles represent control samples with 2 copies of CYP2D6 from prior runs. Colored circles
represent patient samples run concurrently that have 2 copies of CYP2D6. The regions with blue and
red shading correspond to location where homozygous reference or homozygous variant samples
are expected, while the green shading corresponds to the region of the plot where heterozygous
variant samples are expected. The bottom four diagrams represent sample trajectory traces (the black
arrows point to the patient’s traces) used in the clustering algorithms of the Genotyper software.
The blue and red traces correspond to homozygous reference or variant samples, while the green
traces correspond to heterozygous samples. When the trace is black, it indicates that the software
was unable to determine the genotype for that sample. Of note, the trajectory traces show all patients
on the run, while the Genotyper plots only include those for whom CYP2D6 will be reported.

2.2. CYP2D6-Duplicated-Genotype Determination Exercise

Six reviewers with varying degrees of clinical experience (four laboratory directors, one
clinical pathology resident, and one senior development technologist) visually inspected
the raw data plots generated using real-time-PCR-based genotyping (on the classification
scheme template used clinically in our laboratory) in combination with CNV data. Although
not used in our laboratory, the sample trajectory traces used by some laboratories along
with the clustering algorithms in the Genotyper software are also provided. The main
dataset included 73 clinical cases (from clinical testing performed between November
2017 and September 2021) with a full-gene CYP2D6 duplication (i.e., 3 copies) and alleles
considered to have differing activity scores at the time of clinical testing. In addition, an
exploratory dataset of 11 cases with hybrid alleles and/or more than 3 copies of CYP2D6
were evaluated by four reviewers to test the method, although without the goal of clinical
implementation at this time. Finally, three cases with ambiguous CNV results with the
signal falling between 2 and 3 copies (i.e., “2.5 copies”) of the promoter, intron 6, and exon
9 were also evaluated. In addition to evaluation of the raw data using the alternate method
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described here and long-range PCR to isolate the duplicated allele, sequencing of all copies
of CYP2D6 present and the control gene, RPPH1, was performed.
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Figure 3. TaqMan Genotyper real-time PCR data plots for the CYP2D6 c.100C>T (left) and c.1457G>C
(legacy nomenclature 4180G>C, right) variants in a patient sample (run in duplicate and circled in
red) with a *1×2/*10 genotype. The heterozygous zone (green shading in top figures) is wide due to
lot-to-lot variability in signal, and there are few samples for comparison, which may make prediction
of the duplicated allele challenging. The regions with blue and red shading correspond to location
where homozygous reference or homozygous variant samples are expected. CYP2D6 is a reverse-strand
gene, and the nucleotides indicated in the figure axes are relative to the genomic sequence (i.e., reverse
complement of the coding strand). Colored triangles represent control samples with 2 copies of CYP2D6
from prior runs. Colored circles represent patient samples run concurrently that have 2 copies of
CYP2D6. The bottom four diagrams represent sample trajectory traces (black arrows indicate the traces
corresponding to this patient) used in the clustering algorithms of the Genotyper software. The blue and
red traces correspond to homozygous reference or variant samples, while the green traces correspond to
heterozygous samples. When the trace is black, it indicates that the software was unable to determine the
genotype for that sample. Of note, the trajectory traces show all patients on the run, while the Genotyper
plots only include those for whom CYP2D6 will be reported.

For all cases, each reviewer was provided with (i) CYP2D6 genotyping results, (ii) the
CNV result for the promoter, intron 6, and exon 9 probes, and (iii) screen shots of the
TaqMan Genotyper software plot for each heterozygous position (Figure 2). Reviewers
visually assessed the location of the duplicates of each sample, which represents the relative
VIC and FAM signals, on the TaqMan Genotyper plots relative to the position of the
classification scheme zones and the reference, heterozygous, and homozygous variant
clusters. Then the reviewers chose to either (1) indicate which allele was duplicated or
(2) opt for follow-up sequencing if the reviewer deemed the results ambiguous and would
not be comfortable calling the duplicated allele. Reviewers were blinded to the final
clinical results when evaluating the cases. Results from this exercise were compared to the
clinical results, which included genotype determined previously by integrating the targeted
genotyping and CNV result with the sequencing data of the duplicated allele for each case.
For the data tables in this study, all genotype-to-phenotype translations were standardized
according to recent Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC) and
Dutch Pharmacogenetics Working Group (DPWG) consensus recommendations [26].
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2.3. Statistical Analysis

Accuracy, inter-rater/reviewer reliability (inter-RR), and intra-rater/reviewer reli-
ability (intra-RR) were evaluated. Accuracy was calculated by dividing the number of
cases in which a reviewer correctly identified the duplicated allele by the total number of
cases the reviewer attempted. When follow-up sequencing was requested, the case was
excluded from the calculation. Inter-RR in predicting the correct vs. incorrect genotype
was determined through the derivation of Cohen’s Kappa statistic for each rater pair for
each case followed by the arithmetic mean of these estimates to provide an overall index
of agreement [27]. For secondary analysis, inter-RR in choosing to report a case based on
only SNV and CNV data vs. requesting sequencing was also calculated. Similarly, Cohen’s
Kappa was determined to assess intra-RR by having reviewers repeat the exercise with the
original cohort of cases, with the exception that case sequence arrangement differed from
the original exercise. Cohen’s Kappa statistic can range from −1 to +1, where 0 represents
the amount of agreement that can be expected from random chance, and 1 represents
perfect agreement between the raters [28].

3. Results

The samples included in the study are shown in Table 1, which includes the genotype
and phenotype as determined using the current clinical method (i.e., follow-up long-range
PCR and Sanger sequencing), as well as the corresponding activity score and number of
heterozygous SNVs available for review for each case. Briefly, in the main dataset (73 cases
with 3 copies of the full CYP2D6 gene), 30 different genotypes were evaluated with *1/*4×2
being the most common (n = 11 cases). Phenotypes ranged from intermediate to ultrarapid
metabolizer with activity scores ranging from 0.5 to 3. The number of heterozygous SNVs
for a given case ranged from one to five (median three). Among the 11 cases with hybrid
alleles and/or more than 3 copies of CYP2D6 in the exploratory dataset, the number of
heterozygous SNVs for a given case ranged from 2 to 4 (median 3.5).

Table 1. Process Improvement Study Samples.

Main Dataset: Cases with 3 Copies of CYP2D6 (n = 73)

Genotype Total Cases Phenotype Activity Score Number of Het
SNVs

Number of Reviewers Who
Requested Sequencing for

Each Case †

*1/*4×2 11 Intermediate 1 3

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

3

1

*1×2/*4 7 Normal 2 3

1

0

0

0

1

2

0
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Table 1. Cont.

Main Dataset: Cases with 3 Copies of CYP2D6 (n = 73)

Genotype Total Cases Phenotype Activity Score Number of Het
SNVs

Number of Reviewers Who
Requested Sequencing for

Each Case †

*1×2/*41 6 Ultrarapid 2.5 3

1

1

0

1

1

1

*1/*2×2 6 Ultrarapid 3 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

*4×2/*17 5 Intermediate 0.5 4

0

1

1

0

0

*2A×2/*41 4 Ultrarapid 2.5 2

1

2

1

4

*1×2/*9 4 Ultrarapid 2.5 1

1

1

1

1

*2A×2/*4 3 Normal 2 4

0

0

0

*2A×2/*17 2 Ultrarapid 2.5 2
0

0

*1/*41×2 2 Normal 2 3
1

0

*2×2/*9 2 Ultrarapid 2.5 3
5

3

*2×2/*2A 2 Ultrarapid 3 1
2

2

*1×2/*10 2 Normal 2.25 2
2

6

*4/*35×2 1 Normal 2 3 0

*27×2/*41 1 Ultrarapid 2.5 2 2

*9/*35×2 1 Ultrarapid 2.5 5 1

*4×2/*59 1 Intermediate 0.5 4 3
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Table 1. Cont.

Main Dataset: Cases with 3 Copies of CYP2D6 (n = 73)

Genotype Total Cases Phenotype Activity Score Number of Het
SNVs

Number of Reviewers Who
Requested Sequencing for

Each Case †

*4×2/*41 1 Intermediate 0.5 4 1

*4×2/*35 1 Intermediate 1 5 1

*2×2/*35 1 Ultrarapid 3 2 2

*2×2/*4 1 Normal 2 1 1

*2A×2/*29 1 Ultrarapid 2.5 2 2

*2A×2/*10 1 Normal 2.25 3 0

*2A×2/*9 1 Ultrarapid 2.5 4 0

*2A×2/*6 1 Normal 2 4 0

*2A/*4×2 1 Intermediate 1 4 0

*2/*4×2 1 Intermediate 1 3 1

*1×2/*6 1 Normal 2 1 1

*1×2/*3 1 Normal 2 1 1

*1/*2A×2 1 Ultrarapid 3 3 0

Exploratory Data Set: Cases with Hybrid Alleles and/or >3 copies of CYP2D6 (n = 11)

Genotype CNV § Total Cases Phenotype Activity Score Number of Het
SNVs

Number of Reviewers
Requesting Sequencing †

*68+4/*41×2 4, 3, 3 2 Intermediate 1 4
1/4

2/4

*1×2/*68+*4 4, 3, 3 2 Normal 2 3
1/4

2/3

*2A×2/*68+*4 4, 3, 3 1 Normal 2 4 1/4

*1×N/*68+*4 6, 6, 5 1 Ultrarapid >3 3 4/4

*13+*2A×2/*9 3, 4, 4 1 Ultrarapid 2.5 4 1/4

*1×2/*36+*10 4, 4, 3 1 Normal 2 2 4/4

*4×2/*29×2 4, 4, 4 1 Intermediate 0.5 4 4/4

*2A×2/*2+*17
or

*2A×2+*2/*17
4, 4, 4 1 Ultrarapid 3.5 2 4/4

*2A×2/*4 14, 3, 3 1 Normal 2 4 4/4

Ambiguous CNV Status between 2 and 3 (n = 3)

Genotype Total Cases Phenotype Activity Score Number of Het SNVs

*1/*6 1 Intermediate 1 1

*2A/*35 1 Normal 2 1

*9/*35 1 Normal 1.5 5

†: Out of 6 reviewers, unless otherwise specified. §: CYP2D6 copy number corresponding to the promoter, intron
6, and exon 9 probes, respectively.

3.1. Main Dataset—Cases with 3 Copies of CYP2D6

The reviewers requested sequencing follow-up in 6–26 of the 73 cases (Table 1). In
cases for which sequencing follow-up was not requested, the duplicated allele was called
correctly with 100% accuracy by the reviewers, and inter-RR yielded perfect agreement among
reviewers (Cohen’s kappa: 1.0). Similarly, intra-RR indicated perfect agreement (Cohen’s
kappa = 1.0). For exploratory purposes, inter-RR was also determined using the two categories
of “Correct” and “Sequenced” which yielded a Cohen’s kappa statistic of 0.3.

The number of reviewers who requested sequencing for any given case is also included
in Table 1 and ranged from 0 to 6 (mean 0.8). For a given case, sequencing was more likely
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to be required when fewer informative (heterozygous) SNVs were present—e.g., 100%
of cases with one SNV (n = 10) required sequencing according to at least one reviewer
(mean 1.9). Conversely, only 3–37% of cases with 3 SNVs (n = 29), which was the median
number of informative SNVs per case across the cohort, required sequencing (a mean 0.65
of reviewers requested sequencing per case). Reviewers also requested sequencing in some
cases when there were few samples on the run with heterozygous calls because this made
it more difficult to evaluate the “shift” of the sample with the duplication (Figure 3).

3.2. Complex Cases—Including Hybrid Alleles and/or More Than three Copies of CYP2D6

A subset of cases included hybrid alleles and/or more than three copies of CYP2D6
(Table 1). Due to their complexity, the laboratory team did not attempt to validate the
alternate method for these samples at this time. Therefore, these samples were included
for exploratory purposes only and accuracy and inter-RR were not calculated. Select cases
where calls were attempted demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach as all reviewers
correctly predicted the duplicated/multiplicated allele in addition to any hybrid alleles that
may be present. In most cases with hybrid alleles and CNV results indicating more than
three copies, the reviewers felt that long-range PCR plus sequencing would remain the most
appropriate approach at present. Of note, this group of cases included three particularly
challenging cases that cannot be resolved without sequencing. While full-gene CYP2D6
duplications typically include multiple copies of the same allele, one of the cases that had
four total CYP2D6 copies appeared on targeted genotyping to be heterozygous for the *2A
and *17 alleles. After long-range PCR to isolate the duplicated allele(s), sequencing surpris-
ingly revealed heterozygous *2 and *2A alleles (only the c.−1584C>G was heterozygous
in the traces). Although the reviewers identified that the *2A allele was duplicated rather
than the *17, the *2 allele without the c.−1584C>G variant was not expected. Using the
techniques in the clinical laboratory, it was not possible to phase the alleles and fully resolve
the diplotype, and the case was reported as *2A×2/*2+*17 or *2A×2+*2/*17. Another
case had a very high copy number of the promoter probe (estimated at 14 copies using
the software, far exceeding the validated range of the CNV assay) along with three copies
each of intron 6 and exon 9. The reviewers correctly identified the presence of two copies
of *2A and only one copy of *4 but suspected the presence of one or more*68 alleles (or
another CYP2D6–CYP2D7 hybrid allele) based on the CNV result. Finally, one case could
not be definitively resolved despite sequencing as it had high copy numbers for each probe
(predicted as six copies each of the promoter and intron 6 and five copies of exon 9) all of
which are above the validated range of the assay. The reviewers could predict that the *1
allele was duplicated; however, copy number estimation was not possible.

3.3. Cases with Ambiguous CYP2D6 CNV Results

Three cases were identified with ambiguous CYP2D6 CNV results. These cases had a
reproducible signal falling between 2 and 3 copies (e.g., “2.5 copies”) of CYP2D6 at each
of the 3 probe locations (promoter, intron 6, exon 9) using CNV analysis. After reflexing
to long-range PCR/sequencing to attempt to identify the duplicated allele, no amplicon
was visible on a check gel and the subsequent sequencing failed. Evaluation of these
samples with the alternate approach suggested that a duplication may not be present.
Specifically, the heterozygous SNVs in all three cases were not shifted on the TaqMan
Genotyper plots (Figure 4). Sequencing of the control gene, RPPH1 (NR_002312.1), revealed
the presence of a heterozygous n.47C>T (rs3093876) variant in two of the samples and
a heterozygous n.74G>A (rs1225806543) variant in the third sample. These variants are
expected to interfere with the copy number assay (personal communication with Thermo
Fisher Scientific, September 2022), which could lead to decreased or no amplification of
one copy of the control gene and incorrect CYP2D6 copy number results.
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Figure 4. TaqMan Genotyper real-time PCR data plot for the CYP2D6 c.886C>T variant (also known
as 2850C>T in legacy nomenclature) present in a sample (run in duplicate, circled in red) with a *9/*35
genotype and “2.5” copies of CYP2D6, using CNV analysis. The patient sample (run in duplicate
and circled in red) is located near the green triangle, where a typical heterozygous sample with two
copies of CYP2D6 is expected to fall, within the heterozygous zone (green shaded region). The red
and blue shaded regions correspond to the zones where samples with homozygous reference and
variant genotypes are expected. Colored circles represent patient samples with two copies that were
run concurrently. CYP2D6 is a reverse-strand gene, and the nucleotides indicated in the figure axes
are relative to the genomic sequence (i.e., reverse complement of the coding strand).

4. Discussion

When a CYP2D6 duplication is present, and two alleles with differing activity scores
are identified, accurate determination of the duplicated allele is consequential for the
corresponding phenotype assignment. This may impact medication recommendations
for CYP2D6 substrates, including neuropsychiatric and pain-control medications such
as tricyclic antidepressants, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), and codeine.
Currently, many laboratories would report CYP2D6 as “indeterminate” in this scenario.
Other laboratories may perform reflex long-range PCR to isolate the duplicated allele,
followed by either Sanger sequencing or genotyping of the amplicon to determine which
allele is duplicated. In this study, a simple and cost-efficient approach is proposed—one
that already aligns with the standard clinical workflow and is potentially feasible for all
laboratories using QuantStudio instrumentation (regardless of whether they use a classifi-
cation scheme or the clustering algorithm)—to determine the duplicated CYP2D6 allele
in the setting of heterozygous SNVs. In the presence of three copies of CYP2D6, accurate
and reliable determination of the duplicated allele can be achieved in most straightforward
cases with a combination of targeted genotyping using TaqMan-based real-time PCR and
CNV detection across multiple loci, coupled with visual inspection of the raw data instead
of expensive and time-consuming reflex long-range PCR followed by either Sanger sequenc-
ing or genotyping of the amplicon. This was demonstrated by a high degree of accuracy
in making calls by six reviewers with varying degrees of experience. Where ambiguity
remains, particularly for complex cases, long-range PCR (followed by either sequencing or
genotyping of the product) may still be necessary to determine which allele is duplicated.
Reduced CYP2D6 reflex testing will likely lead to decreased turn-around-time (TAT) for
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patient results, cost savings, and fewer disruptions to the clinical schedule as long-range
PCR is labor-intensive. Our laboratory did not validate CYP2D6 long-range PCR and
sequencing on saliva specimens due to insufficient yield and lower quality extractions
(fragmented DNA). Using the alternate approach, the duplicated allele can be determined
for saliva specimens, as well as blood specimens, resulting in more accurate genotype and
phenotype reporting.

This approach has limitations. Although it is well-suited for cases with three copies of
CYP2D6 and multiple informative (heterozygous) SNVs, it may be challenging to apply in
complex cases with hybrid alleles and/or more than three copies of CYP2D6. However,
accurate calls may still be possible in select cases. For example, in cases with four copies
of the promoter and three copies each of intron 6 and exon 9 and the presence of a *4
allele, most reviewers in this study were able to identify which allele was duplicated and
predict the presence of a *68 hybrid allele. Where cases exhibit data scatter in the defined
heterozygous zone (e.g., Figure 3), or a small number of heterozygous samples are on a
run, ease of interpretability—and thus requests to sequence—may vary. To illustrate, two
such cases with a *1×2/*10 diplotype had two (33%) and six (100%) reviewers request
sequencing. The possibility of pooling samples from multiple runs into a larger dataset
may allow for clearer cluster visualization but is unlikely to be feasible in a clinical setting
where results must be returned in a timely manner. Although a request to sequence rather
than the application of the alternate approach may have multiple underlying reasons, it is
worth noting that the lowered inter-RR (0.3) when comparing “reported based on SNV and
CNV data only” vs. “sequencing requested” may be attributed to the inherent structure
of the exercise. Most reviewers attempted to complete review of all cases within a few
sessions. In contrast, in the clinical laboratory setting, typically fewer than three cases
with full gene duplication and heterozygous SNVs are addressed in any given clinical
run. Thus, the mental fatigue from reviewing many cases in one sitting may have led
to increased sequencing requests in this study exercise. Additionally, given that some
cases were previously encountered by four reviewers (laboratory directors) during clinical
reporting, recall bias cannot be excluded but is likely significantly mitigated by the wide
timeframe (~4 years) from which cases in this cohort were selected.

Assay chemistry considerations may also pose challenges for this approach, particu-
larly for clinical laboratories interrogating only one position during copy number evalua-
tion. Laboratories utilizing CNV detection of only exon 9 will still not be able to definitively
differentiate between a full copy of CYP2D6 and a CYP2D7–CYP2D6 (*13) hybrid allele,
even if using this approach. Additionally, as recently described, employing only one control
gene (RPPH1) in standard qPCR assays may also impact CNV results [29]. Interestingly,
the approach proposed here could help in troubleshooting such ambiguous CNV results.
When the method described here was applied to the three samples that had an ambiguous
CNV result of “2.5” at all three loci, the TaqMan Genotyper plots for heterozygous SNVs
revealed data points centered within the defined zones and not skewed, supporting the
absence of a duplication. Similar to the study where inaccurate copy number assignments
were described in the setting of CFTR and SMN2 CNV testing due to sequence variants
within the primer/probe binding sites of the control gene, RPPH1, in each of our cases a
heterozygous variant was also identified in RPPH1 [29]. In addition to using the method
proposed here, use of a second control gene, such as CYP2D8P, could be helpful [30].

In addition to control gene variants, rare variants may be present in CYP2D6, given its
polymorphic nature, and such variants may interfere with a primer or probe in the CNV
assay, causing allelic drop out in the targeted genotyping assay, or may remain undetected
using targeted genotyping methodologies [31–35]. In our laboratory, a set of long-range
PCR reactions have been designed to isolate specific CYP2D6 gene copies, which can
be used to resolve these cases. When a rare variant is identified, it must be evaluated to
determine whether it is reportable due to expected impact on the final phenotype [21,36–38].
Sequencing performed for these cases differs from the sequencing performed to identify the
duplicated allele and will not be decreased by the method used here. Reliance on a single
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heterozygous SNV to make calls using the alternate approach can also prove problematic
if allelic drop out skews the plot in favor of the non-duplicated allele. As evidenced by a
*1×2/*41 case (not shown), an intronic variant (c.844−12G>A) close to the c.886C>T (legacy
2850C>T) variant present in the *41 allele caused drop out of the wild-type allele suggesting
increased copies of the alternate allele (*41). In contrast, data for the c.985+39G>A (legacy
2988G>A) and the c.1457G>C (legacy 4180G>C) variants suggested duplication of the *1.
Had additional SNVs not been available and considered, it would be easy to be misled
into an incorrect call due to allelic drop-out or inefficient amplification of one allele in the
setting of a rare variant.

Relevant alternative evolving methodologies exist that may ultimately replace the
need for the approach described here and warrant mention [39,40]. Although most clinical
laboratories are not yet using next-generation sequencing (NGS) for pharmacogenomics
(PGx), bioinformatic tools have been developed to determine the CYP2D6 genotype, which
in some cases includes CNV, using NGS data [37,41–48]. These tools are rapidly emerging
and may facilitate clinical implementation of PGx using NGS. However, these tools have
limitations, particularly when applied to short-read NGS chemistry. A pediatric cohort
study assessing concordance between whole-genome sequencing (WGS), whole-exome
sequencing (WES), and targeted genotyping for 19 pharmacogenes generally found high
concordance (>99%) among the various methodologies but discovered NGS issues specific
to CYP2D6 (e.g., inability to accurately genotype *2 and *4 alleles), and thus ultimately
recommended reflexing to targeted genotyping for CYP2D6 in a clinical setting [49]. How-
ever, the limitation of targeted genotyping with respect to missing clinically actionable
variants—ones not included in the test design—needs recognition. A recent study eval-
uating the potential patient impact (n = 10,030) of targeted genotyping versus NGS in a
range of pharmacogenes found underperformance of standard targeted genotyping panels
by missing potentially clinically relevant variant/alleles in 28% (n = 2780) of cases [50].
CYP2D6 was amongst the genes with the highest number of missed potentially significant
variants (n = 103) that could result in phenotype misclassification using targeted genotyping
compared to NGS approaches.

Long-read NGS is expected to solve some of the challenges of short-read NGS chem-
istry [40,51,52]. However, as with any sequencing-based approach, the discovery of rare or
novel alleles may present challenges in reporting and predicting the metabolizer phenotype
from the genotype. This issue may only be addressed with structured variant interpretation
and nomenclature systems that can accommodate novel and rare variants [50]. In the pres-
ence of variants of uncertain significance, a phenotype range or use of a continuous activity
score without formal translation to phenotype have been suggested and may particularly
benefit the reporting of CYP2D6 given its polymorphic nature, and the likely transition
to sequencing (versus targeted genotyping) in the future [26,50,53]. Overall, NGS-based
approaches may ultimately replace the approach to identifying the duplicated allele in
targeted genotyping that is described here; however, given the challenges of NGS and
interpreting/reporting rare variants, targeted genotyping platforms will likely be in clinical
use for some time yet.

In summary, we present an alternative approach to Sanger sequencing to resolve the
CYP2D6 genotype and phenotype in the event of a duplication. This approach may be
feasible for other clinical laboratories using real-time PCR and QuantStudio instruments for
CYP2D6 genotyping. This approach uses the standard genotyping and CNV data routinely
generated; therefore, compared to follow-up Sanger sequencing which requires additional
reagents and technologist time, this approach may lead to cost-savings, a shorter TAT for
patient results, and may allow for determining the duplicated allele in additional specimen
types that are not amenable to long-range PCR. Until NGS for pharmacogenetic testing
becomes ubiquitous and replaces targeted genotyping, the approach proposed here can
allow for more precise genotyping in the setting of a duplication and/or decrease the need
for Sanger sequencing follow-up.
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